
Section 3: Vilis Coronam  

“Do not stray far from the trails. When one steps out of sun’s light they are swallowed 
by the darkness from powers above them. If one wanders too deep they may never again bask 
in the merciful sun.” 

- Forgotten Raven Guard adage 

A wielder’s life is a battle, each day, to reconcile their sanity with the horrors they have 
faced. To entangle one’s self with Solum’s most terrible foes is to see one’s self within them. 
Deceivers bear the face of man while Akuma possess the body and such horrendous revelations 
are not lost on those who combat them. Naturally it is only a matter of time before wielders 
themselves enter into this unholy trinity and become something less than human.  

As is learned by all who attend the colleges, Akuma possess otherworldly amounts of 
energy. When such a beast is slain much of this energy disperses into the nearby surroundings, 
corrupting the area and leaving an arcane fallout. The aftermath of which is not easily avoided 
even by wielders. In fact, this energy is thought to be attracted to their soulbound weapons. In 
rare circumstances this energy flows through a bond, up the wielders arm, and directly into 
their skull. This is the cause of an ancient mutation, old as humans themselves, known as Vilis 
Coronam, or the “Vile Crown”. This permanent affliction manifests itself as horns, antlers, or 
some form of ornamentation upon the head.  These are usually made of strange materials like 
glass or wood and possess unintelligible markings. Many are quick to note how similar they 
appear to those of an Akuma.  
 

Living with Vile Crown  
Being turned away from villages and scorned by the cautious is nothing new to a wielder. 

In many situations those who are cursed can hide their weapons away and pass themselves off as 
regular travelers. Vilis Coronam, however, makes this impossible. The horns which rest atop the 
skull of an afflicted seldom allow for helmets and hoods (unless they’ve been altered to let the 
crown through) and serve as a constant reminder of what the wielder has become. This is a bane 
when moving amongst common folk. Not all is lost, however, as some people have great respect 
for the warriors who bear this curse. Within the Houses and elsewhere those who possess Vile 
Crown are often referred to as Slayers, for it is made apparent they’ve battled an Akuma and 
emerged the victor. The afflicted are even treated with prestige and honor for their sacrifice.  
 

Acquiring the Condition  
Characters are able to contract Vilis Coronam after slaying an Akuma, and only then. 

Once the battle has concluded, all characters should roll a single die, similar to slaying a 



corrupted deceiver. On the roll of a 5 or 6 a character will contract Vile Crown. This disease is 
not fatal however. This affliction, while changing its host irreversibly, provides unique and 
bizzare abilities to those who carry it. Using these abilities is the same as using an arcane weapon 
power in that it produces haunts when activated.  
 

Descent into Madness 
Despite what excellent abilities the character may have received through their affliction, 

Vilis Coronam is, ultimately, a disease. The first time a wielder contracts this their life will be 
changed irreversibly for better or worse. They may even feel empowered by their newfound 
gifts. A single set of horns atop one’s head is not so bad. The second time a wielder contracts the 
Vile Crown they will begin to change. Their abilities will have expanded and reached new 
heights. The wielder may even feel akin to that of a god over men. At this point two unique 
crowns protrude from the skull, twisted and gnarled between each other. Skin will toughen. Nails 
and teeth may grow pointed. At this juncture is where a wielder rides the line between man and 
beast.  

The third time a wielder contracts Vilis Coronam they are no more. Power, arcane 
energy, has overtaken them. The thing they have become is no longer human, and the player 
must relinquish control of their character. They are more than man but less than Akuma, a 
monstrosity that lives between worlds. Such an abomination is referred to as a Wight or Feral 
Wielder amongst the houses and should be slain at any cost. A Wight is controlled by the ST 
and will still use all of their items and powers to full effect when fighting (especially against the 
other players). The houses are well aware of this terrible fate which awaits those who battle 
Akuma and have sought to resist it with certain items (page XX). Despite this, being lost in the 
abyss seems to be the true destiny of wielders, an unfortunate side effect to the cosmic forces at 
play.  

 

Vile Crown Mutations 

CHARRED MANTLE - Ruin  
Devilish horns seared black at the tip like charcoal. These horns emanate heat.  
Scorching Bolt (1) - The accursed conjures heat energy into a fist before sending a bolt of fire 
screeching forwards. This ability does elemental damage, has Range S, and an Attack of 9. Like 
Flame Imbued I this ability has a chance of setting its target ablaze.  
Flame Affinity (2) - The user may imbue any weapon with a coat of flame, soulbound or 
otherwise. This functions as Flame Imbued I (page XX). If the user possesses the Flame Imbued 
power at a higher rank they may receive the increased effects instead for the same cost.  
Immolation (3) - The afflicted sets their own body ablaze as well as their surroundings. The fire 
does not harm them, but everything in in a 2 tile radius must pass a Tier 4 Evade save or recieve 
8 dice of elemental damage.  



 
SHATTERED CROWN - Ruin  
A headpiece made of obsidian, shattered in one-hundred places yet somehow held together.  
Formed Weapon (2) - Shards of obsidian peel away from the horns and glide through the air until 
reforming as a weapon of the user’s choice. The shards can only form melee weapons. This 
weapon lasts until it is dispelled, Swarm of Razors is activated, or the end of the day.  
Swarm of Razors (4) - The accursed designates a target after which their horns disassemble into 
100 pieces. This volcanic glass sails towards the target as a swarm, tearing it to ribbons. Swarm 
of Razors attacks with 12 dice of slashing damage at Range M.  
 
RUNIC HORNS - Ruin  
Thick horns cast of solid iron, engraved with markings from another place or time.  
Runic Arm (2) - Upon activation the arm of the afflicted, up to the shoulder, transforms into a 
living metal. This grants the user an extra 2 dice when attacking unarmed and an extra die to all 
Defend rolls. The accursed can easily catch and pull blades as well, granting them the Disarm 
trait. By nightfall the arm reverts to its normal state.  
Runic Body (5) - After a moment of concentration pieces of ancient runic armor begin to 
manifest about body of the accursed. This armor is forged of a brilliant metal, same as the horns, 
and provides the user with an extra 2/2/2/2 armor for the day or until it is dispelled.  
 
MANTLE OF THE HIVE - Decay  
Porous horns, carved to make space for a hive of insects. These pests crawl and fly about. 
Hive Mentality (1) - The bugs fly freely, scouting about the area. The user may channel their 
senses through the insects although this process is intensive and does not allow for other actions. 
The bugs can travel no further than a mile from their master.  
Swarm Mentality (1) - When commanded the hive of insects hastily swarms a target. On 
activation and at the beginning of each round afterwards the target takes 6 dice of piercing 
damage. The swarm can only be slain by elemental damage (3 injuries) but will repopulate in a 
matter of hours. 
Reanimate (2) - As directed the swarm will fly to a nearby human corpse and enter it through any 
and every orifice. Once inside the swarm will move about to reanimate the subject, following 
their master’s commands. Due to its unwieldy nature the animated foe receives a -2 penalty on 
all rolls in and out of combat and will return to the grave at the end of the day.  
 
FUNGAL CROWN - Decay  
A set of horns coated in half-disc mushrooms. The base is caked disgusting fungal growth.  



Harvest Corpse (1) - The accursed may grow a bed of fungus from a corpse by touching it. The 
fungus grown may then be eaten to heal the accursed or others. Harvest Corpse produces one 
unit of fungus which heals for half of the corpse’s Endurance stat, rounded down, overnight. 
Spore Cloud (3) - The horns of the afflicted erupt in a cloud of toxic spores which fill up a 2 tile 
radius around the wielder. Any units caught within this cloud must pass a Tier 3 Resist save or 
be knocked unconscious as they succumb to fits of coughing.  
Trap Corpse (1) - Similar to Harvest Corpse, the accursed may grow a bed of fungus on the 
deceased. When enemies approach near, or on the wielder’s command, the fungus will release a 
cloud of toxic spores similar to Spore Cloud. For each additional tile of size the corpse is the 
radius of this cloud will be increased by one (i.e. a 3 tile deceiver would have an 4 tile radius).  
 
PUTRID CREST - Decay  
Dried, rotted skin stretches over bone horns which have taken on a sickly green and yellow hue.  
Decay Matter (1) - On touch the accursed can rot away any organic matter. This is enough to 
wither down most plants, even trees, and functions as Festering I against living targets.  
Undeath (0) - The accursed has taken on a rigid, boney physique matched with pallid skin. 
Despite these corpse like qualities their body is more durable than ever. Undeath is a passive 
ability that grants the wielder +3 Endurance and allows all Resist saves to be rerolled, even those 
taken for dying. The wielder may take the higher of the two rolls.  
 
EBONY HORNS - Sorcery 
Ebony horns with small black feathers growing around the base.  
Nightwalker (1) - When the accursed is mostly or completely hidden in shadow they may choose 
to teleport to a nearby shadowy area up to 9 tiles away.  
Feather Form (2) - The afflicted may transform their entire body and all of its belongings into a 
flock of crows. Out of combat this gives the wielder an incredible advantage when travelling. In 
combat the wielder gains a movement speed of 6 tiles through the air, an Attack stat of 4 
slashing, and a Defend stat of 8. The characters Recovery remains unchanged. Feather Form 
lasts until the end of the day or until it is dispelled.  
 
GLACIAL SPIKES - Sorcery 
Horns which have been coated in a slick layer of ice that emanates a cold fog.  
Frost Spike (1) - The accursed condenses the surrounding air into dagger sized shard of ice 
before slinging it towards the target. Frost Spike deals 9 dice of Elemental damage at Range S. 
Like Frost Imbued I this ability has a chance of chilling its target.  
Ice Affinity (2) - The user may imbue any weapon with a chilling frost, soulbound or otherwise. 
This functions as Frost Imbued I (page XX). If the user possesses the Frost Imbued power at a 
higher rank they may receive the increased effects instead for the same cost.  



Deep Freeze (3) - After a moment of focus the afflicted encloses themselves in a massive chunk 
of glacial ice. While frozen in this block the wielder cannot take actions. The ice can only be 
broken after receiving 20 injuries or by being dispelled.  
 
ETHEREAL MANTLE - Sorcery 
These horns have a transparent, opalescent quality which reminds one of the night sky.  
Disillusion (2) - Grants the wielder perfect invisibility, save for the occasional rainbow shimmer 
caused by moving. Disillusion remains active for the entire day or until dispelled and grants the 
user 5 additional Ranks in Sneak while moving and perfect invisibility when still.  
Disembody (2) - The wielder and their items enter an incorporeal state where the world cannot 
interact with them and vice versa. All that remains is the appearance, the phantom, of the 
wielder. The accursed may still speak, look, listen, but cannot attacked or be attacked 
themselves. Disembody lasts until the end of the day or until dispelled.  
 
 JAGGED CROWN - Slaughter 
Bone protrusions atop one’s head with many sharp, razor-like edges.  
Become Feral (5) - Through a repulsive metamorphosis the body of the accursed transforms into 
something hideous. Jagged teeth extend from the mouth, the lower face grows forward, and 
knife-like claws extend from the fingers. When complete the afflicted stands roughly 10 feet in 
height, their back arched in a gruesome curve, with a tendency to walk on all fours. In this state 
the accursed receives the weapons stats 14/8/12 as well as a +10 bonus to their Endurance, 
however their armor does not apply as it has been shed due to the growth. The accursed may not 
use their weapon but they may activate their weapon powers on their body as an Akuma would. 
This form lasts for up to one hour or until dispelled.  
 
BLOODIED CREST - Slaughter 
Horns which glisten with a fresh coat of blood that hardens and flakes around the base.  
Consume (0) - Peers may noticed sharpened front teeth through crooked smiles, and with these 
the accursed may consume the flesh of recently deceased corpses. The amount consumed has no 
effect, but with each fresh taste of blood the desire to kill increases, granting the user 1 extra 
Attack dice for the remainder of the day as well as restoring 2 Injuries immediately. Humans, 
deceivers, and any flesh-bodied foe may be consumed, but all of these grant the same benefit.  
 
HELLISH MANTLE - Slaughter 
Thin chains are wrapped up and down these horns. Tattered rags hang near the base.  
Grasp of the Dead (2) - Upon activation cries of a thousand dead soldiers echo from all sides. 
Pale, bloodied arms then erupt from the ground, grabbing hold of all targets with a 3 tile radius 
of the user. Enemies may dodge these with a Tier 4 Evade save. These disembodied limbs hold 



tight at the ankles and feet causing the victim to be Ensnared, but targets may free themselves by 
dealing 3 injuries to the limbs.  
Spectres of the Dead (4) - The accursed may summon two ghoulish spectres to their aid. These 
flying demons act independently and do not take orders from the user, but the are always helpful 
towards her cause. These spectres last for one hour or until dispelled, and their can be found on 
page XX. 
 
GLASS CROWN - Vanity 
Transparent horns made of pure glass. They reflect light brilliantly in the sun.  
Mirror Image (1) - The accursed may create phantom images of themselves. Mirror Image 
creates two duplicates at a time, however the wielder may increase the cost to create additional 
pairs. These phantoms are entirely convincing even to the trained eye. In combat they must be 
controlled using the wielders AT, however, the wielder receives an additional AT per round for 
each phantom on the field. Phantoms cannot attack but possess the same Defend stat as their 
caster. These mirror images only possess a single injury. Mirror Image lasts until the end of the 
day or until being dispelled.  
 
GOLDEN CREST - Vanity 
Horns cast of solid gold. Perhaps worth more than the body they belong to.  
Golden Touch (3) - The accursed rests their hand upon an object which, after a moment, 
transmutes into gold or ash. When doing this the user must roll a single die. On the roll of a 6 the 
object turns to gold. Any other roll will destroy the object, leaving only ash. The value of a 
golden object must be determined by the ST, but it is typically immense. Golden Touch may not 
be used on organic matter.  
 
SILKEN HORNS - Vanity 
Delicate horns wrapped in beautiful, patterned silk which extends between them.  
Stitching (0) - As a passive ability the wounds of the accursed will stitch themselves shut with 
thin strands of silk. This grants the accursed one point of Resistance against Slashing and 
Piercing damage types.  
Patchwork (3) - The entire body of the accursed is transformed into a woven silk. This mesh of 
fabric blends itself with all armor the wielder was wearing, creating an animated outfit in the 
process. In this form the user is the armor and clothing itself, with no wearer inside. The 
wielder’s injuries now equal the sum of their Armor Resistance (I+P+S+E) multiplied by three, 
however their armor is reduced to 0/0/0/0. If the user’s injuries drop to or below zero they will 
revert to their human form with the previous amount of injuries, but their most valuable piece of 
armor is destroyed. The user may choose to revert forms before this but it requires a single AT. 
Patchwork lasts for one hour or until dispelled.  



 
 
THUNDEROUS CREST - Madness 
Horns which hum with electric energy, occasionally discharging it from to the other.  
Arc Bolt (1) - The accursed summons electric energy in a fist before casting an arc of lightning 
towards the target. Lightning Bolt deals 9 dice of Elemental damage at Range S. Like Lightning 
Imbued I this ability has a chance to arc between foes.  
Frost Affinity (2) - The user may imbue any weapon with cackling energy, soulbound or 
otherwise. This functions as Lightning Imbued I (page XX). If the user possesses the Lightning 
Imbued power at a higher rank they may receive the increased effects instead for the same cost.  
Thunder Storm (3) - After a moment of focus the afflicted begins to conjure a storm of lightning 
in the area. Clouds darken and rain begins to pour. Up to three units of the wielder’s choice 
within a 10 tile radius are struck by bolts of lightning which may be dodged by a Tier 6 Evade 
save. This lightning does 9 dice of Elemental damage to each target. Damage from this lightning 
may chain to nearby targets as if it were Lightning Imbued III.  
 
OMNISCIENT CROWN - Madness 
Horns, accompanied by a single eye, tilted vertically, which rests on the forehead of the cursed.  
True Sight (0) - As a passive ability, those who possess the Omniscient Crown can detect any 
lies, dishonesty, or uncertainty from others. When an individual is lying it will appear as if their 
mouth is foaming and their features are distorting.  
True Knowledge (3) - The wielder may know the truth to any question they held. The question 
must have a yes or no answer, but the ST may not lie and must answer it to the best of her ability. 
To gain such knowledge takes a minute of meditation or a full three turns in combat.  
 
MANTLE OF THE ABYSS - Madness 
Hundreds of tortured faces, which seem to move on occasion, are embossed across these horns. 
Enter the Abyss (10) - An ability which permanently transforms the surrounding area into a 
hellscape. Upon activation the ground begins to undulate, growling and shifting as it does. 
Massive, hideous face emerge from the earth. Stray limbs and bones replace rocks and ferns. 
This shocking scene covers a 10 tile radius around the wielder. At the end of the next round 
mangled, humanoid husks come shambling from the orifices of these wagon-sized faces. Their 
limbs are either too many or too few. Each one holds a grimacing expression. All units in the 
radius (except for party members, had they been informed ahead of time) must pass a Tier 7 Will 
save or succumb to madness such as from the Insane III power (page XX). This abyss will create 
5 shambling husks per round, who’s stats can be found on page XX. Husks cannot be controlled 
and will attack anything not aligned with the wielder. The hellscape that has been created will 



last indefinitely. The husks it birthes will wander and explore the surrounding landscape until 
someone sends both them, and their unholy nest, back to Solum.  
 


